Inside the Psychic Mind

Remote Viewing & Uninvited
Visits From the Paranormal
By William Becker, Paranormal Insights & Northwest Ghost Tours

T

wo areas that people often ask me about are remote viewing and whether or not we should take
entities home with us — invited or not!
There are several ways to remote view. Some people
tend to go to a location; others tend to bring the location
to them. And some do both.
Each person is different, and
we each have our own internal
manual on how our psychic
abilities work. That’s a major
part of the focus in the teaching I do — assisting people find
what their unique, individual
process is.
For me, bringing the
location to me in a sense is
the most natural and easiest
way to remote. I don’t drop
into people’s living room and
see what they’re watching
on television! I mostly work
with the dead or with entities
that are non-human, i.e., the
paranormal!

Remote Viewing
Techniques
People tell me about a place, show me a photo, mention a location casually, and I start to “read” it. It’s like
a photo/video with the history and the entities affecting
the location. And if the living are part of the cause of the
paranormal activity, they also show up.
I particularly enjoy “reading” a location mentioned
on a radio or television show before the activity, history,
or issues of the location are revealed. It’s something of a
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challenge and way to confirm my own abilities and those
of the show. Sometimes what I get is a different layer of
energy and entities then what is being presented in the
program. Sometimes, like all psychics, I don’t get anything. No one is always right all the time!
Sometimes the information and pictures I pick up
seem to be too corny to be
real — like a bad B movie.
Well, I’ve learned not to
discount those readings. Often
they are the most targeted
and specific! In one case, a
friend mentioned a location in
a town far from where I live.
I said there’s a cement block
wall in front of the rock wall,
the tunnel entrance is over
here, the treasure is there, and
the body is in this location.
Well, the cement block
wall was in front of the rock
wall, the tunnel entrance was
where I saw it, the location
had been used to hide stolen
goods, and considering the
characters involved and the
people who disappeared or were killed, there probably
was or had been a body. No one had looked.
Take Caution When Remote Viewing
I don’t recommend remoting to people new to
using their psychic gifts, and especially not until they
are well versed in protecting themselves. Whether you
travel to the location or bring it to you, if you can see

them, they can see you. And, they can follow you back
through the energy and connection you create with the
place. It’s like a bridge. I’m always ready to burn the
bridge, repel unwelcome guests, and keep them from
visiting me.
You might ask, if the
entities seem benevolent, why
keep them away? Well, just
like the living, the dead and
other paranormal entities can
lie. Just because they tell you
one thing, that doesn’t mean
it’s true.
I used to get after a friend of mine who often would
invite entities that seemed friendly, especially children, to
come visit. This friend eventually understood the possible
problems that could result from inviting even seemingly
friendly entities to visit, and they do not make the invitation anymore!
There can be exceptions. Once you spend a good
deal of time with specific entities at the location they
usually inhabit, it’s easier to determine if they really are
who they present themselves to be, as well as if they
have someone tagging along with them that might not be
welcome!

How to Keep Entities From Going
Home With You
How do I keep entities from coming home with
me or coming to visit on their own? Rocky Smith,
of Northwest Ghost Tours,
started a process we use after
each tour that includes telling
the entities they can’t visit us.
I use a similar process after
investigations and after my
classes.
When we do investigations
or work on communicating
with paranormal entities, we are asking them to be active
and to communicate with us. We must set the limits and
boundaries or else that can seem an open invitation to
them!
Please feel free to write to me with topics or comments you’d like covered in this column. My e-mail
address is william@paranormalinsights.net. My Website is
www.paranormalinsights.net.
And don’t forget! The Oregon Ghost Conference is
March 8-10 in the very haunted and historic Oregon City!
For information, vendor info, or table applications, send
me an e-mail!

I don’t recommend
remoting to people
new to using their
psychic gifts.
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